




The relationships between the factors for the result of attacks 
involve a receive, a toss and a spike, and assessment of 
attacking ability during volleyball matches
Ryousuke MIURA1），Akihito YAITA2），Mutsumi MIYATA2）
Abstract
Present study investigated the relationships between rationales for the result of attacks and success 
of attacks during attacks involve a receive, a toss and a spike. Quarter finals, semi-finals and final 
of All Japan Intercollegiate Volleyball Championships tournament were analyzed using mathematical 
Quantification Theory Type One. Main factors for the success of attacks were judgment of opponent’
s blocks and tosses. For the blocks, large positive influences on success of attack was observed when 
3 players jumped to block and at least one player performed block 2 or block 3. On the other hand, 
large negative influences on success of attack was revealed when 3 players jumped to block and at 
least 2 players performed block 1. For the judgment of tosses, the largest influence on success of attack 
was shown by toss-A followed by toss-B and then toss-C. Moreover, it was found that players can be 
categorized into “reliable type player”, “constant type player”, “gamble type player” and “clunker type 
player” when regression coefficient calculated from mathematical Quantification Theory Type One was 
employed for the analysis.
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GOODプレー：zo ≧ z 平均値＋標準偏差
BADプレー：zo ≦ z 平均値－標準偏差

















成功数 （割合） 失敗数 （割合） 計




















（0.233）， ×-2（0.215）， △-1（0.199）， ○-1&×-2 
（0.191），○-2&△-1（0.188），フリー（ブロック0枚）
（0.153）， ×-1（0.119）， ○-1&×-1（0.056）， ○-1
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26 三浦　稜将　他
回数 比率 回数 比率 回数 比率 回数 比率
A 88 49 55.7% -0.084 39 44.3% 37 42.0% 12 13.6%
B 65 23 35.3% -0.254 14 21.5% 42 64.6% 9 13.8%
C 65 30 46.2% -0.102 26 40.0% 36 55.4% 3 4.6%
D 40 26 65.0% 0.010 23 57.5% 16 40.0% 1 2.5%
E 108 54 50.0% -0.229 43 39.8% 56 51.9% 9 8.3%
F 32 15 46.9% -0.089 14 43.8% 16 50.0% 2 6.3%
G 51 25 49.0% -0.079 25 49.0% 18 35.3% 8 15.7%
H 107 42 39.3% -0.132 32 29.9% 61 57.0% 14 13.1%
† GOODプレー: z > .344
††   BADプレー: z < -.616
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